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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
2019 has been another successful year for
the Foundation as we continue to focus on
supporting the development of the Regiment
and its serving members. We continued to
recognise and foster the leadership qualities
for which the Royal Australian Regiment is
renowned and in May 19, the Foundation again
funded a battlefield tour of Vietnam by the 2018
Hassett Award nominees. The nominees were
accompanied by Warrant Officer Class One Dave
Trill and gained an enhanced understanding
of the Regiment’s operations in Vietnam. The
Foundation maintained its support to serving
members of the Regiment through the provision
of a $10,000 grant to each of the battalions and
we remained prepared to provide direct financial
assistance to those members of the Regiment or
their families in need.
While the Foundation is in a strong financial
position with a sound investment strategy, we
continue to look for opportunities to grow funds
through recruiting new supporters, sponsors and
benefactors, and managing accumulated funds to
ensure on-going growth. We are in the process of
reviewing our approach to fund raising to ensure
we continue to grow and expand our capacity to
support the soldiers of the Regiment and their
families.

last eight years and with the support of the Board
has ensured the Foundation is well positioned
to continue and expand its work into the future.
Mr Greg Heywood, our General Manager has
departed and handed over his role to Ms Tricia
Van der Walt. I would like to acknowledged
Greg’s great work over a two year period
and thank Tricia on assuming the important
functions of General Manager. I would like to
thank our previous Secretary, Brigadier Mark
Bornholt, who served the Foundation tirelessly
over the last eight years and acknowledge the
appointment of our new Secretary Mr Glenn
Crosland. I would also like to acknowledge my
fellow Board members for their work throughout
the year.
Finally, I am honoured to have assumed the
role of Chairman of the Foundation in July and
I look forward to working with all Foundation
members and supporters as we continue the
important work of supporting serving members
of the Royal Australian Regiment and their
families in the coming year.

Shane Caughey, AM, CSC
Major General
Chairman

Within the Regiment, the 5th Battalion, The
Royal Australian Regiment was presented new
Colours by the Governor-General, His Excellency
General the Honourable Sir Peter Cosgrove, AK,
MC, in Darwin on 1 June. During the parade, the
Battalion invited members of the 5th Battalion
Association to participate in the parade who
assisted with the uncasing of the new Colours
alongside senior members of the Battalion.
The parade also provided an opportunity to
commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the Battle
of Binh Ba, fought in Vietnam during the period
6-8 June 1969.
During the year there have been several
changes of key appointment holders within the
Foundation. I would like to acknowledge the
outstanding leadership and guidance provided
by the outgoing Chairman, Major General Mark
Kelly, AO, DSC. Mark has provided outstanding
guidance and direction as Chairman over the
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FINANCIAL REPORT

SECRETARY’S REPORT

The financial position of the Foundation at the
end of Financial Year 2019 was:

Three major changes in The Foundation
leadership occurred in 2019. Firstly, Major
General Mark Kelly’s tenure as Colonel
Commandant ended and Major General
Shane Caughey replaced him. Our thanks go
out to Major General Kelly for his leadership
and guidance during his time as Colonel
Commandant and we welcome Major General
Caughey as Colonel Commandant and the
Chairman of The Foundation.

•

Net assets at 01 July 2019 were
$1,714,238.77 (2018: $1,784,742).

•

Income was $91,928.26 (2018: $237,738).

•

Expenses were $230,940.75 (2018:
$187,015).

•

Loss of $68,458.88 (2018: profit of $50,723).

The 2019 results are what the Board expected
and reflect the forecast investment outcome. The
Board had predicted a reduction in total assets
as a result of increased grants and funding for
leadership development and cross-pollination
activities.
The Foundation made grants of $110,644.80 to
the Battalions and the School of Infantry and
disbursed $3,649.00 to scholarship recipients,
inclusive of administrative fees.
Details of our financial position can be seen on
the ACNC website at www.acnc.gov.au.

Secondly, Brigadier Mark Bornholt resigned
having filled the Secretary and Public Officer
role for eight and a half years, and yours truly
has replaced him. Brigadier Bornholt had a
significant impact on the financial integrity of
The Foundation putting in place an excellent
investment strategy that has produced above
expected results since its inception. We thank
Brigadier Bornholt for his leadership.
Thirdly, the General Manager, Mr Greg
Heywood, resigned. Greg was with The
Foundation for two years and was brought in
to professionalise the office and he was very
successful in this task. He has been replaced
by Ms Tricia van der Walt who comes into the
role with a wealth of experience. We thank Greg
for his endeavours and welcome Tricia to The
Foundation.
The Foundation is in a very sound financial
situation with assets of $1,714,238.77.
Significant activities conducted in 2019 included
the Battlefield Tour to Vietnam by the 2018
Hassett Trophy nominees. This was a very
successful tour and improvements suggested by
the attendees will ensure that the 2020 tour for
the 2019 nominees is even better.
The Duke of Gloucester Cup is over and The
Foundation congratulates the 2 RAR team on
their outstanding results.
The Hassett Trophy winner has been decided and
we congratulate CPL Springborg from 2 RAR.
The nominations from each Battalion and the
School were very impressive but the decision
on the winner was unanimous across the three
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judges (MAJGEN Caughey, WO1 Trill and
myself).
Earlier this year 3 RAR, living up to their
Battalion nickname “Old Faithful”, raised
$650.00 at a unit sporting event and used
the funds for the Battalion to become a Life
Governor.
In August, Tricia and I visited 8/9 RAR on
a familiarity tour for her benefit. 8/9 RAR
put together an excellent program and their
hospitality was first class. Both Tricia and I were
very impressed and we would like to thank once
again the CO, RSM and soldiers of the Battalion
for their hospitality.
Finally, I would like to thank the members of the
Committee for their continued support to The
Foundation.

Glenn Crosland
Secretary/Public Officer

VIETNAM BATTLEFIELD
TOUR 2019
Firstly, a very big thank you to Cpl Justin Evans
7 RAR, participant on the 2017 Battlefield
tour, for his insight into improvements for our
Battlefield tour. This year’s tour included a day
in Canberra visiting the AWM plus an afternoon
presentation on the Coral and Balmoral battles
by Ray Curtis & Tony Jensen, (visits to these sites
were included in the tour) and extra time in the
Vung Tau region.
This year there was young leader from one of our
sponsors, Nextgen, join the battlefield tour. The
board is keen for industry sponsors to participate
in the tour and to extend the collaboration and
leadership exchange with industry partners.
LT Zac Hucker, 7 RAR, “having James in the
group was an excellent addition; his different
perspectives as a result of his civilian background
were eye-opening and highly relevant.
Furthermore his approach to communication
was strikingly familiar with the rest of the
group, however still provided a differing and
highly relevant perspective.”

Canberra
The Foundation’s battlefield tour to Vietnam
for Hassett Award nominees commenced with
a morning at the Australian War Memorial in
Canberra. Chris Appleton provided an excellent
guided tour of the AWM. Highlights were the
painting of Sir Frank Hassett, the Vietnam display
area and some of the tour members adding their
name to the Tarin Kwot wall.
James Cunial – NextGen “most of the young
men signed the Tarin Kwot wall, a special
honour reserved for those that have served in
Afghanistan. I later came to understand that some
of these young gentlemen had seen significant
action including one of the tours accompanying
senior rankers who had been wounded on three
separate occasions.”
In the afternoon the Battlefield tour participants
were addressed by Ray Curtis and Tony Jensen
who provided an insight into their deployments
in Vietnam. Their detailed discussion on the
Battle of Coral and Balmoral left a long and
lasting impression on our junior leaders.
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CPL Kurt Holzl – 8/9 RAR now 1 RTB “actually
being able to receive a presentation from the
MLO who was on the ground at the Battle of
Coral and hearing about his experiences and
the little finer points of the battle was something
can’t find doing any sort of research.”

Vietnam
WO1 David Trill – RSM 5BDE and Foundation
board member and WO2 Wayne Swan SOI now
Williamtown lead to party to Vietnam.

and treatment, as well as any array of tanks, arty
pieces and other remnants.

Day 2
Visited the Vung Tau area, in particular: The Peter
Badcoe Club area, the Viet Cong Memorial, the
Old ALSG at Vung Tau, RADAR Hill via cable
car which gave a good perspective of the area.

LT Henry Swindon – 3 RAR “we learnt a lot
from Dave Trill and Wayne Swan. They are both
experienced Warrant Officers and they acted as
good role models for the NCOs and excellent
mentors for the Officers.”
After a late evening check-in, the group
adjourned to dinner (as they did as a group every
night), and there were clear signs of bonding
commencing then. There was very little, if any,
unit rivalry; more so, inter-unit respect and a
keen yearning to learn about other units.
A great opportunity for them to collaborate.
CPL Liam Kiernan – 2 RAR “common themes
were the complexities of emerging capabilities,
the use of UAS, capabilities and sighting of
modern OS, use of coms and modern C2 and
the transition in amphibious and motorised/
mechanised battalions and the increasing speed
of warfare”
Day 1
Visited the Presidential Palace, and looked at the
‘War Rooms’ in the below ground floors, which
have been kept intact. This part of the tour at
this stage was vital, provide the historical context
of the entire war as it gained an insight into the
entire war from the ambush of the French at Dien
Bien Phu through to the crashing through of the
North Vietnamese Army Tanks at the Palace.
Next was the tour of the Notre Dame Cathedral,
Post Office, and related the building where the
last of the US Helos extracted from in 1975. From
there we progressed to the Remnants of War
Museum – again this was a must at this stage of
the trip – which gain great insights into the entire
war, some of which was quite confronting with
respect to the medical issues faced by locals, and
the effects of Agent Orange and Napalm. There
was also a good insight into the PoW compound

Day 3
Toured the VC tunnel system at Long Phuoc,
Nui Dat, and the Horseshoe. Climbed SAS Hill
where the first group presented on the layout
of the TF and located positions on an old map.
The presented spoke about the murder of LT
Convery by one of his own soldiers, and went
into detail about the leadership aspects that
might/might not have contributed to the murder;
this conversation went for about 20 minutes and
developed into one that talked about the culture
then, and the culture now, why it has changed,
and their part in future change – really good. A
short memorial service at the old memorial.
LT Nick Pullinen – 5 RAR “the most powerful
moment for the trip was the ceremony at the
RAR Memorial outside the extremities of the
Nui Dat area. Built to commemorate the ultimate
sacrifice by 300 of our forebearers. After a brief,
moving ceremony, the group walked back to the
bus across the field. Unlike other experiences
we would endure together over the week, the
entire group was silent. Perhaps unconsciously,
as a group, everyone slowly merged into single
file. At that point, I feel as if the connection we,
the current RAR had with the past, was surreal.
I also feel that at this point, the group came
together like never before.”
Then moved onto Long Tan. This was the
moving part of the trip. The guide led the
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service then all of the attendees reflected on
the Battle personally. Junior leaders at Long
Tan, representing the best of the RAR. A great
summary delivered by LT Zach Hucker and
CPL Adam Seaman of how the Battle unfolded,
followed by personal reflection.
Then progressed to the Horseshoe, which was a
FSB. From the Horseshoe we could see the Long
Hai Hill.
Day 4
Another great day exploring the AO Bondi
where FSPB Balmoral and Coral were. Travelled
to Balmoral, picking up a Vietnamese Army
Colonel, COL. Viet, and Vietnam Veteran,
Brian Cleaver. Brian Cleaver, a 3RAR veteran
of Balmoral gave a great outline of his history,
and the Balmoral Battle. This was very good as
he pointed out the front line of pits for D Coy 3
RAR, and where the shells fell, and the craters
which were still clear and obvious from the
bombardment just to the front of the FLOT.
Progressed to FSB Coral, which was not nearly
as obvious as the Balmoral area. There were two
memorials, a local on and a Viet Cong one, where
we again had a short service to recognise those
who fell from both sides, then progressed to try
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to see signs of where the Arty Guns and Mortars
were laid out. CPL Liam Kiernan and CPL Kurt
Holzl did some great work pacing out, mapping,
and improving the sketch map provided to us
by Tony Jensen, and I was impressed by the
discussion about the layout and positions that
occurred when each of the leaders provided their
thoughts on where the locations actually were. It
was clear to me at this time that the group had
reached the ‘performing stage’, having progressed
through forming, storming, norming in terms of
group/team dynamics.
After we departed FSPB Coral, we went to the Cu
Chi tunnels.
Day 5
This day was really a cultural awareness visit to the
Mekong Delta. The day was a good insight into
the non-Saigon life of Vietnamese nationals and
the group continued to reflect on the Battlefields
they toured over the previous two days.
David Trill – it is always of vital importance to
understand other cultures and their history - and
surprise a few of these blokes with the people and
the landscape.
The Foundation’s aim of the trip was to allow for
‘cross-pollination’ between units of the Regiment
and industry. This was certainly achieved.
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SGT Carlos Barrera – SOI now 2 RAR “the
purpose of the trip was to cross-pollinate the
leadership experiences and qualities amongst
the best Junior Leaders in the Regiment. The
Battlefield Tour provided an excellent platform
to do this as we were able to reflect on the
experiences of past soldiers and then critically
analyse them both from a hindsight perspective.”
CPL Adam Seaman – 1 RAR “I have come away
from this tour with a great understanding of the
Regiments’ history in Vietnam and has increased
my knowledge in being a leader.”
James Cunial – NextGen “also happily surprised
to see how worldly the next generation of leaders
are on topics such as diversity, ambitions, family
and mateship.”

HASSETT AWARD FOR
LEADERSHIP 2019
The nominees for the Hassett Award for the best
junior leader in the Regiment for 2019 were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 RAR
2 RAR
3 RAR
5 RAR
6 RAR
7 RAR
8/9 RAR
SoI

Lance Corporal Joshua Munro
Corporal Jens Springborg
Corporal Andrew John Norrie
Corporal Mitchel Bowman
Lieutenant Jessica Lyons
Corporal Daniel Sudweeks
Corporal Joseff Desmond Hollis
Corporal Justin Raymond Evans

The winner of the Hassett Award for 2019 is
Corporal Jens Springborg from the 2nd Battalion.
All eight nominees will proceed on a tour of
Vietnam in March 2020 to share their leadership
experiences with each other whilst examining
a significant part of the Regiment’s history first
hand. This cross pollination of ideas will help to
strengthen the current Regiment and provide an
opportunity for sponsors to also join this elite
group of junior leaders.
Extracts from the Commanding Officer’s citation
for Corporal Springborg include the following:
CPL Springborg was one of three JNCO’s selected
to deploy as a Section Commander on Operation
OKRA in 2018. The operation would be the first
deployment for the 2nd Battalion after seven
years following the development of the Australian
Army’s amphibious capability. CPL Springborg was
selected above all his peers for this opportunity due
to his unwavering service within the Australian
Defence Force and his exemplary leadership and
mentoring as a JNCO.
As a direct result of CPL Springborg’s outstanding
professionalism, his team was continually sought
after to fulfil the Force Protection duties for the
members of Training Team Golf during Task
Group Taji VIII. CPL Springborg’s subject matter
expertise and humility allowed for the command
element of Training Team Golf to seek his advice
and training to ensure that the instruction
delivered to members of the Iraqi Army was of the
highest standard. CPL Springborg went beyond
his specified role to support the TGT VIII mission
and ensured that the training provided to the
The Foundation 2019
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Iraqi soldiers was to a high standard reflecting the
Australian Army’s values.
CPL Springborg enhanced the capability of his
own section and the broader Training Team by
developing and implementing a combat shooting
training continuum that significantly improved
force protection standards. CPL Springborg also
capitalised on the unique opportunities available
within the coalition environment by leading
training with members of the Swedish Armed
Forces in urban and medical skills, significantly
improving interoperability and enhancing the
ADF’s reputation with a partner of choice. In a
complex environment, CPL Springborg maintained
a dedicated and mission oriented approach to his
duties at all times.
CPL Springborg has represented the Unit in the
Duke of Gloucester Cup twice; first as a PTE in
2014, and subsequently as a LCPL in 2016. CPL
Springborg led a section to victory during the
2016, 3rd Brigade Military Skills competition
immediately after returning from competing in
the Duke of Gloucester Cup. CPL Springborg
was awarded the Instruction Award and the
Trainee of Merit Award during the Joiner Leaders
Course in 2016. On a 2017 Non Commissioned
Officers Reconnaissance Course, CPL Springborg
was voted Best On Course by his peers. In 2018,
whilst instructing on a Helicopter Insertion and
Extraction Techniques Airborne Roping Course,
CPL Springborg excused himself to lead a section
to victory in the 3rd Brigade Obstacle Course
Competition. Following his return from OP OKRA
CPL Springborg again volunteered to compete in
the competition, claiming a second victory in
record time. CPL Springborg has consistently
demonstrated the attributes and characteristics of
someone dedicated to serving their nation.
CPL Springborg is a physically and mentally
robust junior leader who is emulated by all
within the Battalion. During the pre-selection
for 2 RAR’s Duke of Gloucester Cup in 2014 and
again in 2016, CPL Springborg set the standard
for navigation, physical fitness and shooting,
demonstrating excellence in all facets of his work.
CPL Springborg’s performance as a junior leader
is second to none within the 2nd Battalion,
highlighted by his engaging leadership style, sound
decision making and superior level of battle fitness
and conditioning.
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RAR FOUNDATION
CHRISTMAS CARDS AND CD
The Foundation Christmas Cards are available to
be purchased from the office. They are $22.00 for
a bundle of 10 including postage and handling
or they can be collected directly from the office.
The CD of regimental tunes and other popular
band music is also available from the office for
$18.00 including postage and handling. Payment
can be made either by cheque to the Foundation
or by direct deposit to the Foundation bank
account (BSB: 112 908, ACCT: 043 368 817 and
REF: Surname).
Call the Foundation office for more information
or visit the website – www.rarfoundation.org.au

1 RAR 2019
CO: LTCOL CP Jaunay
RSM: WO1 A Wilson
In 2019, 1 RAR has been focused on reinforcing
other Combat Brigades and training
establishments through the delivery of Training
Support in the RESET phase. Concurrently, we
have set the conditions to enter the READYING
phase from October 2019 through field training
at the Platoon and Combat Team level. The unit
priority has been focused on building expertise
as a Motorised Infantry Battalion through
collective training, and developing Motorised
SOPs which will be validated through directed
training activities in 2020. 1 RAR has maintained
a sharp focus on dismounted infantry skills and
we acknowledge the Protected Mobility Vehicles
enhance our capability across the spectrum of
operations.

Following our return from Operation AUGURY
– Philippines and handover of Ready Battlegroup
responsibilities, the Big Blue One transitioned to
RESET, or rather, a period of ‘REINFORCEMENT’.
First and foremost, we reinforced others – giving
back to the wider Army, supporting those who
we graciously relied upon during an extended
period of readiness. Instructors, specialists, and
opposing force training support sent our people
across the country to The Royal Military College
– Duntroon, Special Operations Training and
Education Centre, Combat Training Centre,
School of Infantry, School of Armour, Officer
Training Wing, Warrant Officer and NonCommissioned Officer Academy, the Australian
Army Skill at Arms Competition, and many
other formations and units, including flanking
Combat Brigades and the Special Air Service
Regiment.
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We also focused on reinforcing ourselves,
replenishing the ranks of our men and women,
and focusing on individual courses and our
specialist skillsets in preparation for commencing
READYING in October. These included courses
such as Battlefield Management System (BMS),
Enhanced Combat Shooting, Specialist Platoon
and Weapons qualifications, Subject 2 Corporal
RAINF, Protected Weapon System (PWS), and
importantly, the PMV and Land 121 Driver and
Assistant Instructor continuum.
Unfortunately for the people of North
Queensland, the year commenced with one of
the most devastating flood events to ever impact
the region. The 3rd Brigade responded quickly in
support of a herculean effort involving multiple
agencies to assist in evacuating trapped residents
from their flooded homes, and later in recovery
and relief. The unit opened its doors to those
who had lost their homes and the indefatigable 1
RAR Band and dynamic Padre provided morale
and support to families and children in a time of
heartbreak. Operation NORTH QUEENSLAND
FLOOD ASSIST reinforced the Battalion’s
culture of readiness, with the unit responding
quickly to a dangerous and rapidly changing
situation. Soldiers worked tirelessly to help
their community and neighbours, in some cases
while losing their own homes and possessions. A
moment of pride for the Big Blue One.

In August, Exercise BLUE GALLOP saw the first
field deployment as a fully Motorised Battalion in
the unit’s history, with the unit having completed
Motorisation under Plan KEOGH. Embracing
the PMV capability, BLUE GALLOP saw live-fire
Platoon manoeuvre, supported by all Specialist
Platoons from Support Company, and served
as an opportunity to create and test Motorised
SOPs at the Platoon, Company and Battalion
level. This informed the Battalion’s work on
leading the Motorised Battalion Concept of
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Employment (CONEMP) review at the 2019
RAINF Corps Conference. BLUE GALLOP
also saw the introduction of the PWS capability
to the Battalion’s arsenal, and the M32A1 Light
Handheld Mortar Ballistic Computer (LHMBC),
supported by our Joint Fires and Effects
Coordination Centre (JFECC) from 107 Battery,
the 4th Regiment, Royal Australian Artillery.
The Battalion Headquarters worked hard in
the field, proving command and control ‘on
wheels’, improving its ability to plan, wargame
and execute Battlegroup operations using digital
systems, and later normalising the routine use
of BMS in garrison. Exercise BROLGA RUN
was the focus for October; a combined arms
activity, supported by the Combat Training
Centre and live instrumentation which marked
the commencement of the READYING phase.
Combat Teams conducted a deliberate obstacle
breach and clearance, supported by armour,
engineers, artillery, military police and army
attack aviation.

2019 has also seen a number of significant
international engagement activities, serving as
fantastic opportunities to share skills and culture
with our team-mates from other nations. 1 RAR
deployed no less than seven Training Teams to
our neighbour in the north, Papua New Guinea,
reinforcing the strong relationship with our sister
Battalion, the 1st Battalion, Royal Pacific Islands
Regiment. Sections from 1 RAR and 1 RPIR also
trained alongside each other in preparation for
the International Military Skills Competition in
Brisbane, learning from each other and sharing
in success. The PNGDF Team were awarded a
Silver Medal for their outstanding performance.
Exercise TEMPLE JADE allowed A and B
Coy to exchange their skills with our partners
from the Royal Thai Army. A Coy hosted a
field training package with a Royal Thai Army
Company that featured urban and close country
tactics, techniques and procedures, tactical
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casualty care, and enhanced combat shooting.
A Royal Thai Army Platoon became the fourth
manoeuvre element of B Coy as it participated
in a Motorised scenario tactical exercise on
Exercise BROLGA WALK 19. In September,
Exercise AUSTRAHIND saw A Coy partner with
elements from SOCOMD and the Indian Armed
Forces (IAF) Special Operations and Explosive
Ordnance Disposal to conduct air-mobile and
offensive operations training in Townsville Field
Training Area and Tully.

Our annual and habitual partners from Marine
Rotational Force – Darwin (MRF-D) once again
formed the sixth sub-unit of the Big Blue One,
and Raider Company, 1/1 Marines wasted little
time in integrating and sharing their unique
knowledge and approach to warfighting.
This included a first-class rotation through
Jungle Training Wing, Tully. After going down
convincingly (70-0) to the 1 RAR Rugby team,
MRF-D have agreed to a re-match in 2020.
Between exercises, the Battalion continues its
close relationships with a number of local schools,
as well as Legacy Australia and the wonderful
team from the Ronald McDonald House Charity.
Unit history has been a focus in 2019, with the
Commanding Officer directing a committee be
formed and works be conducted to enhance the
Battalion’s historical collection in Coral Lines.
We expect the rejuvenated unit history room
to be finished in time for the Battalion’s 75th
Birthday in 2020. In a modest but meaningful
ceremony, the Battalion commemorated the 51st
Anniversary of the Battle of Fire Support Base
Coral. The Officers vs Seniors Cricket Match
followed, which featured healthy sledging from
all-comers and saw the OPSWO thoroughly test
the CO’s bowling talent.
The Big Blue One has maintained its focus and
fervour for innovation and force modernisation.
In January, a small team from the Battalion
deployed to the United States for the US Army

Expeditionary Warrior Experiment (AEWE 19),
in support of the US Army’s Futures Command,
in and around Fort Benning, Georgia. The first
team to represent the Australian Army since the
Experiment’s inception, the soldiers spent several
months testing and trialling next-generation
equipment through a series of mission profiles,
informing future combat capabilities for the
ADF. In March and June, Land Trial 20/18 saw
A Coy support the Land Test and Evaluation
Agency in conducting user evaluations and
comparing tendered next generation enhanced
night fighting equipment, through a range of
environmental conditions and missions. The
Battalion supported the F90-SMASH assault
rifle trial, which pairs the EF88 with the SMASH
electro-optical fire control system developed
by the Israeli company, SMART SHOOTER,
informing the lethality and survivability of
Army’s future force. 1 RAR continues to seek
to understand the science of our profession
and inform Army’s capability acquisition in the
New Year and READYING cycle, particularly as
PMV-L enters service.

The leadership, dedication and focus on
professional mastery from the unit’s junior
leaders has informed the success of the Big
Blue One this year. From performance in
individual and collective training through to
international engagement, junior leadership has
consistently been the hallmark underpinning
the unit’s achievement. This was reinforced
through the Battalion’s performance in a series
of demanding competitions: a representative
section from 1 RAR was awarded First Place in
the Formation Military Skills Competition; and
another achieved the only gold medal awarded
to an Australian section in Exercise HYDRA,
the International Military Skills Competition,
hosted by 7 Bde.
For some time, 1 RAR has maintained an intense
focus on battlefield shooting. The effectiveness
and application of this focus was evidenced
The Foundation 2019
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2 RAR (AMPHIB) 2019
CO: LTCOL J Finger
RSM: WO1 J Sten

during the Australian Army Skill at Arms
Competition, where the team were awarded
Champion Major Unit overall. 1 RAR also
scored First Place in the Champion Infantry Unit
Competition, Service Pistol, Service Rifle and
Infantry Weapons Unit Aggregate Competitions,
as well as a series of individual medals in the
above-mentioned practices. CPL Scott Clark
was awarded the Champion Shot of the Army.
PTE Nicholas Latham would later be awarded
the Surrette Trophy for Top Individual Service
Rifle Night Practice and the Gardner Trophy
for the Light Machine Gun Practice at the
prestigious Canadian Armed Forces Small Arms
Concentration (CAFSAC 19). Testament to the
unit’s area of focus and of the commitment of
our soldiers and junior leaders, AASAM 2019
represented the third occasion in a row that 1
RAR has won the Champion Unit Trophy.

After a busy year, the unit looks forward to
a well-earned reduced tempo period over
Christmas, spending time with our families who
continue to provide an exceptional foundation
of support. Upon return, we will continue upon
the READYING journey, prepare for operations,
develop and embrace our role as a Motorised
Infantry Battalion, and provide support to the
Joint Warfighting Series and Sea Series.
Duty First
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Over the past six years, 2 RAR (Amphib) has
played an important part in the Australian
Defence Force’s journey in raising a worldclass amphibious capability. Throughout this
period, the Unit’s role has changed to meet the
capability requirements of the Amphibious
Task Group. This year has seen 2 RAR achieve
full operational capability as Defence’s Joint
Pre-Landing Force (JPLF), a combat element
designed to conduct amphibious reconnaissance,
limited scale raiding, small boating operations,
battlespace shaping and setting the conditions
for amphibious landings. The success of this
journey has been built upon the collective efforts
of many who have served the Battalion in the past
and set the foundations for the unit’s capability
today. While this remains the unit’s core role, the
Battalion also remains ready to provide Army an
infantry battle group when required.

The JPLF
2 RAR, as a light infantry unit, is to generate a
force capable of operating in the littoral in order
to enable full spectrum amphibious operations in
support of Australia’s national interests. The JPLF
is the unit’s core operational output, answering
information requirements for the Commander
Landing Force across multiple domains; enabling
effective planning, decision making, and shaping
for amphibious operations. The force is scalable
and tailored to mission, from a sub-unit sized
element to a JPLF Battle Group. The JPLF is
joint by design, integrating forces from across
Army, the joint enterprise and from our coalition
partners. A Coy sized JPLF includes:
•

Company/PLF HQ (reinforced with
additional staff from BHQ)

•

1 x Reconnaissance and Sniper Platoon
(the unit raised a second reconnaissance
platoon this year, converting one of our rifle
platoons)

•

1 x Rifle Platoon

•

1 x Small Boats Platoon. This also acts as a
Rifle Platoon.

•

The PLF company group is habitually
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reinforced with the following enablers:
-- Royal Australian Navy Expeditionary
Reconnaissance & Clearance team. A
platoon-strength team of Clearance
Divers specially trained and equipped
to support amphibious operations,
including underwater survey and mine
clearance, demolitions, and limited
ground reconnaissance

Scout Snipers from the Marine Rotation Force
– Darwin, a United Kingdom Special Purpose
Commando Task Group (40 Commando), a
USMC Air Assault Company, and a New Zealand
Defence Geospatial Survey Team.

-- RAN Defence Geospatial Survey Team.
A section-strength team trained and
equipped to conduct out-of-contact
hydrographic surveys
-- Light Electronic Warfare Teams
-- Unmanned Aerial Surveillance
detachments
-- Amphibious Beach Team detachments
-- Engineer Reconnaissance elements if
required

Preparing the JPLF
The Unit undertakes an annual readying cycle
to force generate the JPLF for contingency
responsibilities. The force generation cycle,
labelled the Black Series of exercises, involves a
four-month individual and collective training
period comprising the integration of Army, Joint
and Coalition enablers and a series of amphibious
activities throughout the North Queensland
Littoral. The most notable exercises for 2019
were full mission profiles conducted on the
Australian Institute of Marine Science on Cape
Cleveland, Rattlesnake Island, and Lindeman
Island in the Whitsundays Island group. These
exercises included long distance helicopter and
boat raids and over the horizon amphibious
reconnaissance operations; tasks integral to
amphibious operations. Following the Black
Series the Unit embarked for the Joint Warfare
Series, a seven-week amphibious certification
period that included Exercise Sea Series and
Exercise Talisman Sabre.

British Royal Marines Commando Corporal Bohdan
Whitfield (left) and Australian Army soldier Corporal
Kaynan Onekawa on the flight deck of HMAS Canberra
during Exercise Talisman Sabre 2019.

For the first time, 2 RAR was able to field a
JPLF Battle Group for Exercise Talisman Sabre,
which saw the Unit participate in setting the
amphibious area of operations for the Coalition
Joint Force Entry Operations. The JPLF was
responsible for setting the conditions for the
Coalition’s beach landing site, two airfields and
a major hill complex. The JPLF successfully
shaped the amphibious lodgement; three airmobile assaults, two of which the unit conducted
itself and enabled the forward passage of lines
for the Australian Ground Combat Element.
The most important aspect of this operation
was the successful integration of multiple Army,
Joint and Coalition partners into a cohesive and
potent JPLF.

2019 – A Year of Development and
Operational Service

A key value proposition for the JPLF is the ability
to integrate Army, Joint and Coalition partners.
The Unit integrated nine different force elements
from across the Joint Force and four different
countries, a practise that has become standard
for the JPLF. The Battalion had the privilege
to integrate with and work alongside a United
State Marine Corps (USMC) Rifle Platoon and
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LTCOL Judd Finger Commanding Officer of the
2nd Battalion (Amphibious), The Royal Australian
Regiment, assists a family from a small craft after their
house was indented.

Townsville Floods: This is the Front page of the Courier
Mail in Queensland on Saturday the 9th February.
Command team LT Harry Potamianakis and SGT
Andy Rimmer with fellow soldiers from 2nd Battalion
(Amphibious), The Royal Australian Regiment.

The unit supported four different operations
across four different theatres and a major
international engagement activity in 2019.
The Second Battalion began the year ready to
begin another force generation cycle when it
was required to commit to the disaster relief
efforts for the Townsville floods. As part of
the 3rd Brigade led JTF 658, the Battalion
worked alongside Army, Air Force, police, and
other emergency services to undertake rescue
operations. The most important rescue for the
Battalion was the successful evacuation of over
400 Townsville residents via small boats under
extremely dangerous conditions on the night of
03 February 2019.
While the Battalion operated at home, force
elements deployed to Iraq with Task Group Taji,
which represented a resurgence of operational
opportunities for the soldiers of the Second
Battalion. From the beginning, the soldiers of the
Second Battalion quickly established themselves
as highly capable and provided a valued
contribution. The deployment was critical to
unit morale, with soldiers very eager to support
operations abroad. The Battalion continues
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LCPL Rhys Schols and PTE Thomas Nelson from the
2nd Battalion (Amphibious), The Royal Australian
Regiment rescue a small wallaby during the clean up
after the floods.

Urban Mounted Live Fire Demonstration by the
SRI LANKAN a Special Forces team during
Ex Indo Pacific 2019.

to demonstrate its readiness, with elements
currently deployed to Afghanistan and in the
Philippines on Operation Augury. Operation
Augury has involved multiple rotations of
Mentoring and Training Teams to support the
Philippines Army in their ongoing fight against
Islamic extremists in the South East Asia region.
The Filipino soldiers have demonstrated their
willingness and enthusiasm to learn whilst also
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Royal Australian Soldiers from 2nd Battalion, The Royal
Australian Regiment, conduct reconnaissance during
Exercise Talisman Sabre 19 at Stanage Bay, Queensland,
Australia, July 15, 2019.

sharing their experiences and lessons learnt in
the Marawi Siege and ongoing jungle warfare.
The 2019 iteration of Indo-Pacific Endeavour
saw 2 RAR deploy a company minus with the
Company Headquarters commanding the Land
Force component. The element set sail to Sri
Lanka then onto India, with the focus on building
robust relations in the Indo Pacific region and
demonstrating the JPLF and the Australian
Defence Force as a reliable and capable regional
partner. The first stop was Colombo, Sri Lanka,
where the team conducted training at the Sri
Lankan Defence Force Peace Training Centre
and the Special Forces Training School. The next
stop was Visakhapatnam on the east coast of
India, where the company trained alongside the
Royal Australian Navy. Overall, the international
engagement opportunity was a great success and
played an important part in the international
relations program.

A Sniper from 2nd Battalion, The Royal Australian
Regiment, acting as a NO2 Spotter for a famous SRI
LANKAN Special Forces soldier, WO1 Rajapaksa (Raj).
Raj currently holds the record of 81 Confirmed Kills
during the civil war versus the TAMIL TIGERS 19832009. During the Sniper Integration, both Australian
Snipers and Sri Lankan snipers shared their knowledge
of the Fundamental Skills of Sniping. During Ex Indo
Pacific Endeavour, Sri Lanka, in April 2019.

The officers and soldiers of the Battalion have
achieved outstanding results this year and
continue to hold themselves to the highest of
standards, no matter the task. It is extremely
humbling to see the quality of young men and
women that serve in our Army today. Some of
these efforts include:
•

A sniper pair from the Battalion winning
the International Sniper Competition at
AASAM, again proving the quality of the
soldiers within the Battalion.

•

The Battalion’s champion section winning
the Duke of Gloucester Cup Team, the
RSM’s Trophy and the D.S.M Roche
Memorial Cup for Best Soldier. The team
conducted themselves at the highest level
throughout the competition demonstrating
their professionalism and soldiering
ability. The team will now take part in
the Cambrian Patrol held in the United
Kingdom later this year.

PTE Sean Wilson, Australian Soldier from 2nd
Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment, interacting
with a SRI LANKAN special forces MAJOR during Ex
Indo Pacific Endeavour, Sri Lanka, Apr 2019.
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Regimental Sergeant Major (RSM) of the Royal
Australian Infantry Corps, Warrant Officer Class One
Sean McGinley presents the RSM’s Trophy to Corporal
Patrick Mortimore from the 2nd Battalion, the Royal
Australian Regiment, during the Duke of Gloucester
Cup, Singleton, New South Wales.

Soldiers from 2nd Battalion, the Royal Australian
Regiment conduct an urban clearance.

performance over a number of years, both
in Australia and on operations.
•

The Battalion’s team won the Third Brigade
Obstacle Course Competition against strong
teams from Lavarack Barracks.

The Future
The Unit continues to drive the development
of the JPLF, seeking advanced medical training
within the unit, developing a mountain leading
capability, furthering the riverine patrol
capability, integrating a Total Workforce Model
and broadening the Battalion’s ability to operate
off multiple naval platforms. Most importantly,
the Battalion continues to lead the development
of a force level reconnaissance capability and
continuing further integration with our coalition
partners.

CPL McLoughlin Wilden from 2 RAR acting as the
Area Safety Officer for Helo Casting activity.

•

Lance Corporal Paul Miller awarded the
Jonathon Church Award for saving the
lives of two civilians in a car accident. The
Chief of Army’s Jonathan Church Ethical
Solider Award is awarded annually to junior
soldiers and junior officers who personify
Army’s ten core behaviours with emphasis
on compassionate and ethical soldiering.

•

Corporal Liam Kiernan awarded the Royal
Australian Regiment Foundation’s Hassett
Award late 2018 for the Regiment’s most
outstanding junior leader. Corporal Kiernan
was recognised for his sustained high
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While only now in development, the force level
reconnaissance capability will allow the 2 RAR
to provide additional capability to Army and
the Joint Force by generating a reconnaissance
effect for Joint Task Force or Divisional HQ. As
part of this progression, the unit has raised a

Once again proving our motto during this year’s Duke
of Gloucester Cup, 2 RAR finished “Second to None
“Duke Gloucester Cup”. 2 RAR not only took home the
cup and the RSMs Trophy, but PTE Sam Dierckx was
awarded best soldier.
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Commanding Officer 8th/ 9th Battalion, the Royal
Australian Regiment (RAR), Lieutenant Colonel Steven
Dickie presents the D.S.M. Roche Memorial Cup to
Private Samuel Dierckx from 2RAR, during the Duke of
Gloucester Cup, Singleton, New South Wales.

Deputy Chief of Army Major General Anthony
Rawlins presents the Duke of Gloucester Cup to
2nd Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment’s
Corporal Patrick Mortimore.

A soldier from 2nd Battalion, the Royal Australian
Regiment, searches a suspect during training.

and Royal Marine Commandos is crucial to
the JPLF providing a potent capability to the
Australian Defence Force. Working with our
coalition partners helps develop and benchmark
our capability whilst building the interoperability
vital to partnered operations.
The amphibious capability, our role as the JPLF
and future opportunities prove exciting times
for the Battalion. As always, the unit remains
a light infantry unit at its core and is a faithful
servant of the Royal Australian Regiment.
We are ready to serve in any capacity that our
Nation requires. Finally, on behalf of 2 RAR, I
would like to pass on my best regards to the
Royal Australian Regiment’s retiring Colonel
Commandant, Major General Kelly. Major
General Kelly has been a stalwart of the infantry
Corps for many decades and we wish him and
his family all the best for their future endeavours.
Second to None.
Duty First.

CPL Chris Davey and LCPL Ethan Smith during their
deployment on OP Augury.

burgeoning mounted reconnaissance capability
and continues to develop a Force Reconnaissance
Concept of Employment. A force reconnaissance
effect is a critical component of the unit’s
contribution to the joint ISR enterprise and is
complimentary to the JPLF. Additionally, the
unit’s efforts to increase formal relationships with
the US Marine Corps Reconnaissance Battalions

MAJGEN Mark Kelly farewell gift from the Battalion.
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3 RAR 2019
CO: LTCOL MJ Kearns, CSM
RSM: WO1 AR Munn
Although in RESET, 2019 has been a busy year for
Old Faithful with its main effort being cementing
the transition to Mechanised Infantry, which
commend in 2018. This year was also highlighted
by a significant input into the Brigade’s response to
the Townsville floods; a Unit focus on individual
training across the spectrum, collective training
at the PL and CT level; increased international
engagement, in particular through Ex INDOPACIFIC ENDEAVOUR and the maturing
relationship with our Sister Battalion, 2 RPIR;
whilst supporting wider Army through training
support. Further, since last year’s article 3 RAR
was crowned 3 BDE Champion Unit.

Military Exercise-Mech FE

After an uneventful March In and Force
Preservation Training period the Battalion and
enabling assets were quickly rolling out the gates
of Lavarack Barracks to assist the Townsville
community during the disastrous floods that
hit North Queensland. On 31 January, with
rising waters across the local catchment area,
and no end in sight for the deluge of rain, the
Battalion had C Coy and then follow on forces
at a reduced notice to move. When the official
request for support came from Townsville’s Local
Disaster Management Group the Unit was out
in the streets working with emergency service
personnel evacuating residents and assisting
in doorknocking. Post the initial Brigade
coordinated response, Op TOWNSVILLE
FLOOD ASSIST 2019 transitioned to JTF 631.
With this transition, and an easing of the rain,
came the shift to clean-up operations and a period
of recovery for the local community. The soldiers
and officers of the Battalion, and wider Brigade,
worked hard throughout the entirety; with many
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members balancing the Unit’s commitments
with their own preparation and response to their
own homes coming under threat. Subsequently,
a large number of the Battalion were recognised
for their efforts.

Military Exercise-MG with Illum

In February and March the BN shifted its sights
to individual training. Career courses; JLC, SIOS,
SNCO and Officer courses, SPT COY courses
and Enhance Combat Shooting Courses, along
with the suite of Mech courses; Drivers, Crew
Commanders and MROC saw 3 RAR personnel
train locally and across the country gaining
individual proficiencies and qualifications. The
aim of this collective training, to prepare the BG
to focus on collective training come 2020.
From April to June Ex INDO-PACIFIC
ENDEAVOUR 2019 saw 3 PL and A CHQ
deploy aboard HMAS Canberra as a part of JTF
661. This exercise is an active part of Australia’s
mission to engage partners, and fortify relations,
throughout the Indo-Pacific region, whilst
promoting maritime security. During the
deployment 3 RAR FE engaged with multiple
international partners both on-board the LHD
and ashore. Training exercises varied from
infantry, combat focused tasks, to civilian partner
engagement. While travelling between ports, the
on-board training saw 3 PL interact with Sri
Lankan Special Forces and Marine elements,
discussing and refining urban clearance and
close combat TTPs. The real time experience of
the Sri Lankan forces provided both interesting
and realistic training scenarios, creating a twoway interactive training environment. Training
ashore included partnering with the with the
Malaysian Armed Forces – with live ranges and
a 48 hour jungle survival exercise, a tour of the
Singaporean Armed Forces training centre – with
state of the art indoor ranges, and redeveloping
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and enhancing a Thai orphanage with a state of
the art playground. These training opportunities
were balanced nicely with an ability for the
deployed force to visit some key historical and
cultural sights, gaining insight into the various
cultures that make up the pacific region.

live training to set conditions for 2020 and the
continuation of the FORGEN Cycle.
Concurrent to this work SPT COY continued
to build on the foundations they set in 2018;
improving their mounted and mechanised TTPs,
engaging with external stakeholders to refine
their own work and eliminating any mobility
mismatch that may have existed. This work was
reinforced with SPT COY looking to Old Faithful’s
future and presenting to the Corps Conference
potential COAs for the introduction of the Land
400 Ph 3 fleet; looking at the implications of an
Armoured Infantry capability for their COY, the
designated Battalions and the wider Army.

Military Exercise-EX WW 19 Marksmanship Training.

In July C Coy began force concentration with
supporting elements ranging from Military
Police, Caterers, to a Medical Personnel to
prepare for Ex Wantok Warrior 2019. The
Australian contingent deployed for two months
to Wewak, Papua New Guinea to build on the
enduring presence our Mobile Training Teams
have with 2 RPIR. Once the CT arrived at Moem
Barracks, Wewak the force element integrated,
from the battle buddy to the headquarters level,
forming an international CT+ aimed at providing
all exercise participants an opportunity to
show case their expertise and learn from each
other. The integrated CT delivered training on
various essential soldiering skills, such as; jungle
survival, HF communications, and advanced
marksmanship. Most importantly the Australian
NCOs were able to support the introduction
into service of the Norinco, the new service
rifle of the PNGDF, and planned and executed
international dive tasks and a live fire defensive
range at Urimo; the first live fire to occur at that
range since the mid-90s.
C COY’s return to Australia has seen the last subunit commence their mechanisation journey –
whilst they had been growing the pool of qualified
personnel; vehicle allocation commenced to
get mechanised platoons in the field. This rapid
turnaround was just in time to support A and B
COY as they continued to achieved collective
training through Ex Kapyong Warrior and
Ex BROLGA RUN utilising a combination of
TEWTs, time in the Simulation Centre and

Military Exercise-DOG Cup

Scattered throughout the year the Battalion has
maintained its reputation for success, currently
leading COMD 3 BDE’s Cup with wins in the
Mud Run and X-Country and two second place
finishes in the Mil Skills and Obs Course to 1
and 2 RAR respectively. Additionally the team
that went to SOI for the DOG Cup performed
extremely well finishing third overall, whilst
claiming the Gurkha Trophy (best Section for
Combat Shooting) and the Oscmar Cup (best
Section for Physical Endurance/Obs Course). On
top of these achievements of 2019, the Battalion
and Army had the opportunity to commend
the previous efforts of members of Old Faithful;
WO1 Brad Doyle was awarded the Order of
Australia Medal for services as RSM 3 RAR
2016-17, and CPL Hayley Cornish was awarded
the Conspicuous Service Medal for her service to
the Battalion during the high operational tempo
of 2018.
To close out 2019 the Battalion will prepare for
the CO and RSM’s handover takeover – with
LTCOL Gerard Kearns returning to Old Faithful
and the Unit welcoming WO1 Adam West to
the fold – before taking some much needed rest
The Foundation 2019
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over the Christmas/New Year period. And whilst
the 2020 Road to Hamel is bound to be a busy
one, with Ex SEA SERIES commitments, the
completion of the mechanisation journey, and
Army’s RBG from late next year, the men and
women of Old Faithful as always, are looking
forward to the challenge!
Duty First

5 RAR 2019
CO: LTCOL T Gordon, CSM
RSM: WO1 R Munro
Introduction

The Tiger Battalion has had a split focus
throughout 2019, with an equal emphasis
on generating force elements for known
operations and improving the Battalion’s
foundation warfighting through Joint Warfare
Series (JWS). Throughout the year, operational
commitments have remained in a state of flux,
with Australia’s contribution to supporting the
Afghan and Iraqi governments consistently
under review. Somewhat mitigating the friction
surrounding known operations, the delay of
5RAR’s deployment dates to the second half of
2019, created the opportunity to invest the whole
Battalion, less D Company, in the JWS. The JWS
furthermore, provided the Tiger Battalion with
the ability to develop and enhance the RAR and
Army’s understanding of mounted operations
by a motorised infantry battle group. It was with
these dual priorities that 5 RAR commenced
2019.

Preparatory training
Regardless of the exercises, activities or
operations undertaken by 5 RAR in 2019,
the command group identified the essential
ingredient to success was the effectiveness of
the unit’s small teams. Traditionally, the wet
season months (Feb – Apr) have been devoted
to small team development, using local training
areas. In 2019, this approach was enhanced by
the opportunity to deploy to Jungle Training
Wing (JTW). In the seven months between
Oct 18 and May 19, all three Rifle Companies
completed a sub-unit training rotation in Tully.
The environmental conditions of JTW are vastly
different to what is experienced currently on
known operations, but the outstanding training
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delivered at JTW is one of the best ways to build
individual and team resilience. The tailored
training approach by the JTW staff also enabled
the conduct of live fire ranges in Tully, creating
efficiency in meeting directed training outcomes
and maximising training opportunities. The
Tully rotations, coupled with the tailored training
design, set excellent foundations for exercises
and operations in the Tiger Battalion in 2019.
JTW provided an excellent dismounted
benchmark for 5 RAR, facilitating the logical
step to enhancing the mounted capability as a
motorised battalion and battle group. In 2018,
the Battalion assumed responsibility for planning
and execution of all BUSHMASTER driving
courses within 1 Bde. The unit however, had not
had the opportunity to take these foundation
skills to a complex collective training activity,
which had been identified as the evolutionary
step in the capability’s development in 5 RAR.
The delayed deployment on known operations
however, created this opportunity, with the
Battalion investing heavily in the 1st Armoured
Regiment warfighter exercise (WFX) and Ex
TALISMAN SABRE (TS) 19.

Joint Warfighting Series
B and C Companies, with Support Company,
engineer and artillery attachments, were
allocated to Battle Group (BG) LION for the
WFX, forming two separate motorised combat
teams, and providing the first opportunity for
either to manoeuvre as a mounted element
in 2019. There were a number of key lessons
identified, not the least of which was the ability to
generate significant tempo. B Company, through
a combination of mounted and dismounted
manoeuvre, remained the lead force element for
the first three days of BG LION’s advance. This
is testament to the employability of motorised
forces and the company’s stamina and resilience.
It also illustrates the importance of fighting from
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the vehicle, maximising the communications
and sustainment the platform provides, whilst
protecting its vulnerabilities. This approach
became the foundation for the remainder of the
WFX and into Ex TS 19.

large training activities, with the lessons learnt
establishing a more effective interoperability for
future combined operations.

C Company, during the WFX, reprised riverine
insertion techniques that had often been
neglected, inserting by small boat behind the
enemy forward line of troops, dislocating the
enemy forces and undermining the enemy
commander’s design for battle. Shoalwater Bay
Training Area (SWBTA) has an array of riverine
options, but the tidal range and sub-surface
geography, created a number of hazards for
insertion. The 800m crawl through waist high
mud to the waterline tested the resilience of C
Company, especially when dragging the small
boats in marching order. C Company thrived on
the struggle, creating tactical advantage for BG
LION and demonstrating a tenacious appetite
for work. Both companies brought the lessons
from the WFX to BG TIGER during Ex TS 19,
establishing new standard operating procedures
that became the bedrock of BG TIGER’s
manoeuvre.
The 1st Brigade concept of operations for Ex TS
19 also created an excellent opportunity for BG
TIGER to partner with Task Group (TG) BLACK
from the New Zealand Army and Task Force (TF)
WOLFHOUND from the United States Army.
Operating with two different nations however,
across differing communications systems and
employing different methods of movement
(mounted for TG BLACK and airmobile for
TF WOLFHOUND), highlighted the complex
nature of coalition operations. This tested
the strength of the communications systems,
and challenged the BG Headquarters’ ability
to command and control rapidly regrouping
force elements. Overcoming these challenges
is however, exactly why we undertake such

BG TIGER’s logistic capabilities were equally
tested during Ex TS 19. The first link in this chain
was the Combat Resupply and Evacuation Team
(CRET), which included health, intelligence,
military police and logistic capabilities and was
led by RSM 5 RAR. The concept development
and rehearsals, prior to deployment, for the
interaction between the CRET and the task
organised Battlefield Clearance Team was essential
to BG TIGER’s manoeuvre. 5 RAR’s Logistics
Company provided timely and effective logistic
support from the A2 echelon. The tireless efforts
of Log Company’s soldiers made sure vehicle
serviceability was high, enabling commanders
to seize opportunities when available. Testing
of the Battalion’s logistic and command, control
and communication capabilities through the
JWS, whilst not necessarily similar to forecasted
operations, established solid foundations for 5
RAR to meet known operational requirements.

Known operations
Concurrent to the JWS, D Company commenced
training for known operations in support of
Australia’s contribution to the NATO mission
in Afghanistan. D Company, with a platoon
from 2 RAR attached, formed the nucleus of
Force Protection Element – 12 (FPE-12), tasked
with providing intimate security to Australians
mentoring and advising Afghan security force
counterparts. The degree of responsibility this
task invests in each individual was not last on the
soldiers of D Company, who approached their
training with outstanding commitment and
professionalism. The maturity shown by some
of the Battalion’s junior soldiers illustrates the
effectiveness of the training delivered and the
quality of people in the unit.
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B Company, after completing JWS commitments,
switched to focus on building specific capabilities
for deployment to the Middle East to support
the Iraqi Security Forces. The company, in
much the same vein as D Company, approached
preparations assuredly, planning and executing
a comprehensive series of training activities to
ensure readiness requirements were met. The
integration and interoperability lessons from the
JWS will become the foundation for Task Group
Taji X, underlining the strong linkage between
force generation activities and commitments in
operational theatres. C Company are forecast
to deploy on FPE-13, which will provide yet
another opportunity for the unit to demonstrate
its operational capabilities.

International engagements
The maintenance and enhancement of 5 RAR’s
relationship with the Tentara Nasional Indonesia
(TNI – Indonesian Armed Forces) was, and will
remain, a critical focus. Ex’s RHINO AUSINDO
(RA) and WIRRA JAYA (WJ) are at the centre of
this relationship, with Ex RA mentoring focused
and Ex WJ a sub-unit level exchange. The aim for
both exercises has evolved from previous rifle
company based activities, to more combined
arms capabilities, expertly led by Support
Company in 2019. Another key milestone was
the deployment of BUSHMASTER protected
mobility vehicles to Indonesia for Ex WJ 19. The
evolution of these exercises highlights the benefit
of investing heavily in international engagement
activities, and demonstrates the importance of
the relationship with Indonesia.

components. Observer trainers and live fire
range appointments were provided by Australia’s
Combat Training Centre, enabling the company
to continue the refinement of foundation
warfighting skills established during the JWS.
This activity also provided an opportunity to
enhance the Battalion’s ability to deploy a subunit offshore, integrate with coalition partners
and enhance combined arms relationships
within the 1st Brigade.

Ceremonial activities
2019 contained two very significant ceremonial
events for the Tiger Battalion, with June marking
both the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Binh
Ba, and the presentation and consecration of
New Colours. In Darwin, the two events were
combined, with the Colours presented and
consecrated on 01 June by the former Governor
General, General the Honourable Sir Peter
Cosgrove, AK, CVO, MC. The former Governor
General, in his address, took the opportunity
to commemorate the Battle of Binh Ba,
remembering the soldiers who fought there and
their linkage to those on parade.
Maintaining the link to the Battalion’s history,
Darryl Lovell and Lou O’Dea, the two ensigns
from the presentation of the first set of Colours
to 5 RAR in 1967, uncased the New Colours, and
the large number of former Battalion members

C Company in 2019, with force elements from 1
CER and 8/12 Regt, was the first Australian Army
combat team to participate in a US Army Brigade
Combat Team rotation at the Joint Readiness
Training Centre (JRTC). The company partnered
with elements from the 25th Infantry Division,
with the activity including blank and live fire
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participating in the march off. Solidifying the
Tiger Battalion’s most recent history, the Old
Colours were laid up in St Mary’s Star of the Sea
Cathedral in the Darwin CBD by the former
Colonel Commandant of the Royal Australian
Regiment, Major General Mark Kelly, AO, DSC
and Colonel Richard Barrett, Commanding
Officer of the 5th Battalion from Jan 2013 to
Mar 2015. Commemorating the anniversary of
Binh Ba in Darwin on 01 June enabled the many
of the former Battalion members, the current
command team and the new Colours to travel
to Canberra to attend the National Memorial
service. The significance of these two events was
not lost on the current Tigers and it is something
that they will remember for years to come.

Conclusion
This year has offered a wide variety of
opportunities and challenges for the Tiger
Battalion. The foundation for success of 2019
was set early, with investment in individual
and small team resilience, enabling the unit to
thrive through the high tempo activities that
followed. Through this period of high tempo,
the presentation and consecration of New
Colours, laying up of the Old Colours and the
commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the
Battle of Binh Ba gave the unit time to pause and
reflect on the great history of the Tiger Battalion.
Involvement in such auspicious occasions is a
rare privilege.
The opportunity to invest heavily in the JWS
switched the Battalion’s focus back to foundation
warfighting capability, achieving critical
milestones at the combat team, battle group and
combined force levels throughout the series.
The capabilities thoroughly tested through the
JWS, enabled a rapid transition of priorities to
preparing for known operations in the second
half of the year, with a secondary focus on
engagements with our international partners. It
has been another busy year, where the soldiers
and the Battalion as a whole, have yet again lived
up to the Regiment’s motto.
Duty First!

In May, the Battalion farewelled its mascot,
Quintas Rama. Rama was a resident at
Crocodylus Park in Darwin, becoming the
Battalion’s mascot in 2009. The unit was informed
of Rama’s ill-health by the park staff and was very
grateful for the opportunity to have a number of
representatives there at his passing. The Battalion
provided a fitting farewell for the best mascot in
Army, carrying him to his final resting place. The
Crocodylus Park owners are making plans for a
new tiger, and it is almost certain this new tiger
will carry the Quintas mantle forward.
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6 RAR 2019
CO: LTCOL J Bywater
RSM: WO1 S Logan
It is a given that work and life in a Battalion is
extremely busy with 2019 being no exception
for the Battalion. The welcoming of new
personnel and their families; the continued
mechanisation of the Battalion with the fleet
of 78 M113AS4, qualification of AFV drivers
and crew commanders and tactical training
of the Battalion culminating in the forming
of BG HEELER for Ex TALISMAN SABRE;
International Engagement with the US Marine
Corps, Japanese Self Defence Force, British

Army, NZ Army, Royal Brunei Land Forces
and the Royal Solomon Islands Police Force;
and course remediation for most following
operational deployment has been overlayed with
continued operational deployments making for a
hectic but very fulfilling year.
Operational commitments were significant
again in 2019. D Company returned from
Force Protection Element 10 in March, much
of Support Company deployed on Task Group
Taji 8 until July and B Company deployed on
Force Protection Element 11 until September.
The Battalion has finally reformed after 18
months with at least one sub unit and mostly two
deployed at any one point in time.

SGT Hayes delivers sniper training to Iraqi soldiers as
part of Task Group Taji 8.

PTE Dunk making new mates in Solomon Islands.

Communication lessons for Royal Solomon
Islands Police Force members both images from Ex
Coastwatchers 19.
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Mortarmen familiarise themselves with the new
M252A1 Mortar System.
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Anti-Armour Platoon members compare equipment
with USMC counterparts on Ex Southern Jackaroo.

PTE Krog inspecting the M113s new to Anti-Armour
Platoon.

A Company was followed by D Company in
the conduct of their Ex ALPHA and DELTA
CRAWL activities respectively. This Ex CRAWL
series is focussed on individual, team and section
level progression of training with many live fire
ranges. It involved pairs, bricks and section
attacks; dry, blank and live and the firing of HE
weapon systems involving 84mm, 66mm, 40mm
GLA, grenades and claymores. Concurrently,
the companies received their M113A4 lessons
on stowage, vehicle safety and section layout and
basic dismounting drills. After the completion of
the Ex CRAWL series the companies left the field
with the confidence to live fire up to section level
and a base knowledge of mechanisation.
The exercise tempo continued to rise as A
Company conducted an Enhanced Combat
Shooting Course (ECSC) and D Company
returned from Ex DELTA CRAWL for one
week on base before the Battalion (BHQ, A, D,
SPT and ADMIN) deployed to Shoalwater Bay
Training Area on 18 May 19 for Ex DIAMOND

SPRINT / SOUTHERN JACKAROO. This
exercise was a tri-lateral exercise, seeing
Australia work alongside the United States
Marines Corps and Japanese Self-Defence Force.
The exercise focused on mechanised Section,
Platoon, Company and Combat Team; dry, blank
and live, incorporating supporting assets from
all three nations. This training opportunity saw
the Battalion gain a greater understanding of the
M113A4 capability with growing confidence in
its tactical application. It was also an opportunity
to partake in international engagement with the
visiting nations, fostering new relationships,
with some of the soldier’s main effort being the
acquisition of American MRE. An excellent effort
from the OPSO, Mechanised WO, Training WO
and Support Company across the entire period
to conduct a high level of live firing including
Tanks, Artillery and Engineers. This was a great
opportunity for Administration Company to
commence its journey supporting a mechanised
Battalion. Administration Company had a plan –
it didn’t even survive Pre-H.
In a year that can be chalked to four key
themes (Governance, Training, International
Engagement and Operations) we started the
year sprinting and ended up maintaining the
pace throughout (remember it’s a continuous
sprint, not a marathon). In spite of the tempo
and the challenges the frictions of war brings,
Administration Company had the opportunity
to work with some first rate coalition forces and
learnt a different way to speak logistics (thanks
to the Japanese Ground Self Defence Force and
USMC for the interoperability). With our new
coalition loggies - different languages, different
kit and ways of doing business, there was one
universal truth we remembered together – war
fighters across the planet believes logistics just
happens and telepathy is a thing.

B Company as Force Protection Element 11.
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BG HEELER at the end of Ex Talisman Sabre 19.

A week back in Brisbane and A Company were
off again to their home away from home – the
Bay - to support a CTC Ex WARFIGHTER
as the OPFOR as D Company conducted an
ECSC. Despite being out manned, out gunned
and out resourced A Company held its own
and conducted some great training. The AAR
and report that they wrote set themselves, the
Battalion and Brigade very well for what was
coming next. One more week back at home
and we were back in the bay, this time with BG
HEELER as part of the Brigade playing OPFOR
for 1 Brigade on Ex TALISMAN SABRE where
all of our lead up training was validated in spades.
Ex TALISMAN SABRE 19 saw the Battalion out
of the frying pan of combined and mechanised
live firing and into the fire of forming BG
HEELER with G1, T3, E2, V6 and CHOSIN
Company (USMC) attached to DELAY in the
WESTERN CORRIDOR, back stopped by the
ever active Administration Company defending
the good people of RASPBERRY CREEK. The
BG took the great training opportunity this
exercise presented utilising multiple dug in
defensive positions integrating its APCs, tanks,
fires with wiring, mines and drone observation.
The lessons learnt were invaluable and will
provide the foundation for our development into
2020 and beyond.

D Company at the end of Ex Talisman Sabre 19.
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CPL Evans on task in the Red Zone (FPE 11).

Upon returning back to Gallipoli Barracks,
members of the Battalion and CHOSIN Company
had the privilege of a private screening of the
movie Danger Close on 16 August 2019 which
enabled them gain a perspective on the history of
the battle and to be inspired by those who have
been before. This was a well-timed experience
leading into the Long Tan Day commemorations
which was a great opportunity to have a service
and a drink with many of the veterans.
After an exceptional result in 2018, the 2019 6
RAR Duke of Gloucester Cup team had some very
big shoes to fill. Led by CPL Davide Sargeant and
seconded by LCPL Riley Carroll, the 6 RAR team
formed in April. The team comprised members
from Alpha, Delta and Support Companies in
order to create a well-rounded section with
varied experience levels. The selected members
conducted the Enhanced Combat Shooting
Course in April as well as participating in Ex
DELTA CRAWL and DIAMOND SPRINT. The
competition was plagued by gale force winds
and bitter cold temperatures. The camaraderie
and esprit de corps that the team had developed
enabled them to steel themselves against these
conditions and unify for a combined goal. The
competition saw the teams compete across
a wide range of conventional Infantry tasks.
From deliberate urban clearances, to blank and
live section attacks, wiring and gun staking.
Throughout the competition, the 6 RAR team
remained confident in themselves and their
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7 RAR 2019
CO: LTCOL A Gower
RSM: WO1 B Fawcett

D Company marching through Brisbane on Anzac Day.

collective abilities. This led to the team placing
second overall cementing their place in time as
another excellent 6 RAR team.
B Company has recently returned from a six
month deployment to Kabul, Afghanistan.
Assigned to Operation HIGHROAD; known as
Force Protection Element 11 (FPE 11) deployed
in February 2019. FPE 11 consisted of B
Company as the nucleus with attachments from
ten other units. The deployed body consisted of
182 personnel, divided into five platoons plus
enablers, each assigned to a different location
with a varied task list. During the tour FPE 11
conducted over 6000 force protection missions
and have returned in time to take a few weeks of
well-earned leave before joining the Battalion for
a full courses period with the first internal unit
M113AS Drivers Course, a double panel Subject
Two for Corporal Course and a full suite of
Support Company Course to be fully remediated
post operations.
Unfortunately the time has come for the
Battalion mascot MA 505 “GT Ridgleigh Blue
III to retire from active service. Due to his age,
SGT Blue can no longer be insured. He enlisted
on 29 November 2011 and has faithfully served
the Battalion for “56” dog years. SGT Blue III will
be relieved of his duty for retirement by a new
recruit in late November this year on the same
day that we will reopen our refurbished unit
museum. The Battalion will then have its first full
unit function in 20 months with the Blue Dog
River Ball before taking leave to rinse and repeat
in 2020.
Duty First

7 RAR has enjoyed being a central training
audience through Army’s Force Generation
Cycle and the Joint Warfare Series in 2019. As the
Ready Battalion Group designate, the Battalion
was put through its paces over several months and
has been continuously learning and improving
throughout. We are thankful to all whom have
assisted us to complete these activities and are
now proud to hold short notice deployment
responsibilities. We are especially thankful to 3
RAR and 8/9 RAR who provided assistance with
both manning (3 RAR) and readiness advice (8/9
RAR) over the last 12 months. We aim to follow
their example and assist others as they move
through the READYING Cycle.

Since the last Bulletin the Battalion has
completed the shooting competition, Mentor
Training Team deployments to Timor L’este,
specialist and promotion courses and the first
iteration of Exercise Thura Yura. Exercise Thura
Yura combines abseiling and sea kayaking with
working alongside young indigenous people
on the Eyre Peninsula. The exercise has many
upsides including developing our confidence
and resilience, building better relationships
with South Australian communities, increasing
our knowledge of local indigenous culture and
providing local young people with some positive
experiences with Army. The Battalion aims to
make this an annual activity and is just about to
commence the 2019 iteration.
Post the Christmas 2018 break we began the
intensive READYING program in earnest. After
the usual individual, section, specialist, platoon
and finally combat team training in Murray
Bridge and Cultana, 7 RAR was fortunate to
have the opportunity to participate in the Sea
Series. Comprising a Command Post Exercise
The Foundation 2019
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(SEA HORIZON), Wet and Dry Environmental
Rehearsals (SEA EXPLORER), Tactical Field
Training Exercise (SEA RAIDER) and Combined
Joint Force Entry Operation (SEA MASTER),
the Battalion spent several weeks at sea and
developed a level of amphibious competence.
The Battalion is the first mechanised battalion
to embark on the LHDs and we were fortunate
to do so during the largest series of amphibious
exercises the LHDs have participated in to date.
These activities also included the first night airmobile of a M777 section and ammunition,
the first concurrent embarkation of all three
helicopter types (CH47, MRH90 and ARH), and
the embarkation of 2,000 personnel on the two
LHDs. It was an awesome training experience
that we will all recall for many years to come.
Whilst afloat we learned that, although due for
replacement in the next few years with Land
400 Phase 3 Infantry Fighting Vehicles, the
M113APC retains excellent mobility in the
littoral environment and proved highly capable
and reliable over the three months they were
embarked. This experience also exposed the
Battalion to the challenges of mounting the
Battle Group from Adelaide. It demanded our
team mount through a seven stage process with
personnel from 13 units, based in seven different
locations, through five force concentration
locations, using three staging points in order
to embark on the two LHDs. We were grateful
for the support of the Amphibious Task Group,
the LHDs and other embarked force elements (5
AVN, 10 FSB and 2 RAR) during this demanding
period. We were also provided excellent support
from troop contributing units across Australia.

Their soldiers arrived well prepared and proved
highly competent.
After completing the Combined Joint Force
Entry Operation at Stanage Bay, the Battalion
was re-attached to 1 Brigade, were reunited with
C Coy (who had spent two months training in
Shoalwater Bay attached to the 1st Armoured
Battle Group) and participated in Exercise
Talisman Sabre. We fought against the 7 Brigade
hybrid ‘DATE’ forces, securing objectives at
Palmer’s Ridge and Raspberry Creek. This
experience taught us about the importance of
communications, battle procedure, maintenance
of momentum and clear control measures.
Post exercise season the Battalion caught our
breath on a brief leave period and immediately
commenced more specialist and promotion
courses, with the intent of completing the
majority of training before entering the READY
phase on 01 October. Our intent was to complete
the individual training that will sustain the
Battalion before the READY phase to minimise
the possibility of responding to short notice tasks
degrading the maintenance of specialist and
APC capability.
In preparation for our year as the Ready Battalion
Group we have put a lot of effort into educating
and working with our families. We aim to
increase their awareness of our role, why it is
important and when they can expect their loved
ones to be at home and away. Initial feedback is
positive and our families appear to be developing
strong networks to assist each other whilst we are
away from home. We will continue to work on
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this, recognising that our families are constantly
evolving and the posting cycle will bring new
soldiers to our teams.
We continue to be focussed on completing the
‘mechanisation’ of the Battalion. At our high
point through READYING we deployed two
rifle companies and half of Support Company
mounted in APCs. We are now concentrating
on completing this process and are on track to
have B Company and the remainder of Support
Company in APCs by mid-2020. Our work
in this and other areas is challenged by high
numbers of medically downgraded personnel
and separations. We are tackling these challenges
by introducing a new physical training program,
examining ways we can improve our nutrition
and pursuing options to better retain people. For
those who we are unable to retain, we are offering
opportunities to serve in more flexible service
categories. We are optimistic this increased
flexibility will allow us to retain the services of
more of our skilled soldiers and will somewhat
ease the pressure on those who remain fit.
Since transitioning to READY we have recently
completed several short notice ‘call outs’. These
activities have validated the recall, mounting
and certification procedures developed in
READYING but have also reinforced that
remaining READY is a constant challenge. We
must work hard as individuals and as teams to
maintain the standards required whilst READY.
We have already learned this cannot be achieved
without attention to detail, clear and timely
communication and teamwork across the
READY Brigade.

Looking forward we have an exciting and
demanding twelve months online. The
overwhelming majority of the Battalion will
deploy on international exchanges, with some
having multiple opportunities to do so. We will
need the ongoing support of reinforcements
from other 1 Brigade units and our reinforcing
Battle Group Jacka to optimise the training

outcomes from these opportunities and are now
engaged in doing so. Conscious this is the first
time that 7 RAR has held the Ready Battalion
Group responsibility, and that this is also the first
time it has come to Adelaide, we are focussed
on executing these duties as best we can until
relieved in October 2020.
Duty First

8/9 RAR 2019
CO: LTCOL S Dickie
RSM: WO1 J Watene
For the Ram Battalion, 2019 has been another
high tempo year, and has significantly added
to the rich history of ‘Brisbane’s Own’. At the
forefront of the year has been the maintenance
of individual, equipment and collective readiness
for a variety of short notice contingency forces as
the core of the Ready Battle Group (RBG) within
the Ready Brigade. Complimentary to this was
the consolidation and continued development
of a motorised culture and deepening of our
vehicle knowledge within the Battalion. This
has seen us embed the Protected Mobility
Vehicle – Medium or Bushmaster as part of an
infantry combat system, the introduction of the
Surveillance and Reconnaissance Vehicle (SRV)
into Recon Platoon, and delivery of the Land 121
Rheinmetall MAN 40M vehicles into the Unit.
Along with RBG responsibilities, the Ram
Battalion’s focus has been, and remains, on
maintaining our close relationships with our
regional partners, particularly the Republic of
Fiji Military Forces. This commenced early in
the year with soldiers from Fiji completing a
Protected Mobility Vehicle – Medium driver’s
course in Brisbane. We then quickly shifted
our effort to Exercise Carabaroo with over 300
soldiers and Marines from the Marine Rotational
Force Darwin (MRF-D) and the Armed Forces
of the Philippines engaging in a rigorous, threeweek urban warfare training package at Enoggera
and Shoalwater Bay that tested all participants.
Following on from this was Exercise Hydra,
an International Military Skills Competition
conducted by the 7th Combat Brigade. We again
hosted the Republic of Fiji Military Forces team
and this provided a chance for the Battlefield
Clearance Team (Pipes and Drums) to play the
Fiji National Anthem, Meda Dau Doka (God
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Bless Fiji), for the first time at the Opening
Ceremony.
Our contribution to Operation Augury Philippines, a joint operation established
during the Marawi crisis of 2017, has also been
a consistent commitment since late 2018 with
Support Company and other elements within the
Unit deploying personnel over several rotations.
The mission in the Philippines is to enhance
both nation’s counterterrorist and counter
violent extremist capabilities, while at the same
time, strengthening the bilateral relationship
between Australia and the Philippines. In close
cooperation with the Armed Forces of the
Philippines, the Battalion delivered numerous
training packages including urban close combat,
battlefield shooting, urban sniping, joint fires,
counter Improvised Explosive Device, urban
breaching, combat trauma management, and
command and control in the urban environment.
Over the ‘Ready Phase’ Brisbane’s Own has also
contributed the majority of soldiers and officers
to three rotations of Rifle Company Butterworth
– Rotations 123, 125, and 126. Nearly 300 of our
personnel have experienced unique training
opportunities; operating in the jungle, working
alongside foreign militaries, and developing vital
partnerships. Over 50 of our junior commanders
have embraced the chance to lead in this
challenging environment while at the same time
ensuring that all unit personnel improved their
basic skills through a variety of training and live
fire platoon activities.
Throughout July the Unit deployed to Shoalwater
Bay Training Area for Exercise Talisman Sabre
2019, which was an opportunity for us to
contribute to a hybrid and largely unscripted
enemy force. Forming Battle Group Ram, a
combined arms capability, the unit supported
the training of the 1st Combat Brigade as
their opposing force, and improved as a unit
through a focus on mission command and basic
soldier skills. A key outcome for the unit was
the successful trial of the SRV as part of Recon
Platoon elements operating independently and
undetected for extended periods.
Quickly following Exercise Talisman Sabre, a
Combat Team sized element headed to Darwin
for Exercise Koolendong, a combined and joint
live fire warfighting activity, with approximately
1700 soldiers and marines from MRF-D, the ADF,
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and the French Armed Forces of New Caledonia
(FANC). The exercise served to enhance the
MRF-D and the ADF’s interoperability in order
to respond to a regional crisis. Not only did this
activity add to the Battalion’s combined arms live
fire capability and ability to operate with another
partner, but also served to continue to develop
our already robust relationship that the Battalion
has established with the MRF-D.
While collective capability has been a focus in
2019, the Battalion also conducted significant
individual training. We were fortunate to gain
invaluable experience when we hosted the new
‘Live Fire Range in a Box‘ at Uruzgan Lines. The
transportable range is housed in a 40ft shipping
container, is fully enclosed, air-conditioned,
with a zero danger area, and uses a video target
system. This opportunity enabled Company sized
elements to proceed quickly and safely through
an array of challenging serials with almost
instant video feedback that provided soldiers an
insight into their individual shooting strengths
and weaknesses.
The Unit has also undertaken significant ‘gap’
training, and the majority of our officers and
soldiers have completed the Enhanced Combat
Shooting Course and Army Combatives Program
(ACP). The skills gained during the ACP, along
with combat marksmanship and close combat
shooting form part of the Army’s approach
of developing a combat mindset. Throughout
2019, the Battalion has also further refined its
training program to professionalise the physical
training conducted by its members. The Tactical
Athlete Development Program (TADP) has
evolved over the last 24-36 months, and creates
a framework by which the Ram Battalion is able
to professionalise fitness and physical resilience
training to best prepare ourselves for exercises
and operations.
The Battalion has now handed over responsibility
for the Ready Battle Group to the 7th Battalion,
and is now looking to the first half of 2020 with
the intent to consolidate and continue to generate
our individual capabilities following a busy
fifteen month ‘Ready’ posture. The officers and
soldiers of the Battalion can be justifiably proud
of their achievements over the last 12 months, all
of which would not have been possible without
the ongoing commitment and support of our
families and friends, and enjoy a well-earned
Christmas Break. Lastly, WO1 Jason Watene will
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depart the Battalion at the end of 2019 to move
to CTC-L in Townsville after an unforgettable
two years as the RSM, and we will welcome WO1
Michael Carroll to the chair.
Duty First

SCHOOL OF INFANTRY 2019
CO: LTCOL MP Flanagan
RSM: W01 MJ Groves
2019 has again proven to be both busy and
dynamic as the School of Infantry (SOI)
continues to train approximately 700 Riflemen
each training year for employment in the Royal
Australian Regiment (RAR) and its annual quota
of NCOs and officers on leadership, specialist and
range qualification courses. In addition to SOI’s
continued high training tempo, the School once
again hosted the 2019 Duke of Gloucester (DoG)
Cup over the period 9 - 16 August and the RAIC
Corps Conference, Corps Dinner and Royal
Australian Regiment (RAR) Council between
15 - 18 August 2019. The Corps Conference was
critical to the establishment of an aligned Corps
position on important strategic issues such as the
implementation of Land 400 Phase 3, Infantry
Plan 2028 and the relationship between Special
Forces and General Purpose Forces.
The 2019 DoG Cup was once again closely
contested, with commendable performances by
all teams representing the battalions of the RAR.
Congratulations to the team from 2 RAR for their
victory and all the best for their representation in
the upcoming Cambrian Patrol. Congratulations
also go to the recipients of all DoG Cup awards
which were spread across the battalions,
particularly the recipient of the D.S.M Roche
Memorial Trophy, PTE S Dierckx from 2 RAR.
2019 has seen Tactics Wing build upon previous
achievements with Senior Instructor, MAJ
Alistair Robinson and his team successfully
implementing blended learning techniques
and equipment and enhanced instructional
and mentoring methodologies within the Land
Range Safety and Leadership and Tactics courses.
Range Qualification Team continue to transform
the ADF Range Qualification and Senior
Range Instructor course and are spearheading
Commander FORCOMD and DG TRADOC’s
training transformation initiative with the team

from Spinifex. This sees the course transition
from a content driven to student and end-user
focused learning environment and allows the
Officer Instructor, WO1 Scott Krum, and his
instructors to continually tailor and develop
their lessons, in-stride, to the progression of the
students.
Platoon Team, led by CAPT Campbell Barlow,
continues to enhance the Regimental Officers
Basic and Subject Two for Sergeants courses
through the review and mentor approach to
develop the Lieutenant’s and Corporal’s preand-post H-Hour decision and execution
cycle. With the focus on allowing students
to be audacious with their planning in order
to enhance their tactical acumen and accept
and learn from their training shortfalls, with
instructors present throughout the cycle to assist
and guide where needed, the team has observed
notable improvements in trainee performance.
Company Team under WO2 Scott McDonald
has seen Subject Two for Warrant Officers course
consistently seeking best practice in providing
the next generation of Company Sergeant Majors
with the implementation on ADELE.
Depot Company has, as always, remained a
focused and motivated sub-unit throughout
the year. The company has done excellent work
imparting revolutionary individual and team
based capabilities onto the future soldiers of
the Royal Australian Regiment, continuing to
create an adaptive, thinking soldier prepared
for a variety of conflicts. Furthermore, Depot
Company in conjunction with the unit PTIs,
have modernised the approach towards physical
training and conditioning of the infantry soldier.
This has been achieved by implementing an
individual approach to the condition aspects
of the physical training program, focussing on
Maximum Aerobic Speed (MAS) and strength
training; whilst also assisting the Defence Science
and Technology Organisation in the Perspective
Physical Performance and Resilience (P3R) trial.
These initiatives are a part of a holistic effort to
consistently pursue reformed methodologies and
maximise the physical potential of the modern
infantry soldier.
On a separate note, Depot Company will be
saying farewell to one of the sub-units longest
serving members. Ms Carol Beh has decided to
bring her exceptional and devoted career to a
close by announcing her retirement for the end
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of the year. Carol started at the School of Infantry,
formally known as the Infantry Centre, in 1990
as a Typist before transitioning her services to the
unit Q-store in 1994. Depot Company was then
fortunate to receive Carol in 2000, working as a
Clerk in the Orderly Room. There she remained
continuing to watch young Lieutenants and
Privates, grow into the Army’s leading senior
officer and warrant officer cohorts. A piece of
Depot Coy and in fact the School of Infantry,
will depart with Carol as she begins her wellearned retirement. Everyone whom have been
fortunate to work alongside Carol, wishes her
all the best for the future and thank her dearly
for almost 30 years of exceptional service to the
Royal Australian Regiment.
Specialist Wing continues to provide expert
instruction to the officers, NCOs, and Soldiers of
the RAR in all specialist functions. The Combat
Shooting Cell, under the direction of WO2 Wayne
Hoppo, expanded their role to include providing
Enhanced Combat Shooting Instruction to
the officers in the ROBC, while continuing to
teach enhanced combat shooting techniques
to all Depot Company IETs and training future
instructors on the Combat Shooting Instructor
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Course. The team is always looking at ways to
improve this training and make it more available
and accessible to the Soldiers of the RAR. The
Sniper Cell, DFSW Cell, Recon Cell and Assault
Pioneer Cell led by WO2 Kenny Millar, WO2
Adrian Down, WO2 Cormac Donaghue and
WO2 Mark Adcock respectively, continue to
shape and adapt their courses and programs to
meet the ever changing needs of the RAR, whilst
focusing on how their respective specialties fit
into the Australian Army of the future.
Overall, the School remains in good shape and
continues to perform extremely well during a
prolonged high tempo period. This could not
have been achieved without the dedicated,
professional instructional and support staff, who
have invested their time and effort well beyond
the minimum required to provide the battalions
of the Regiment with proficient riflemen, strong
leadership and range training, and skilled
specialist soldiers. The School would also like
to thank the Foundation for their continued
support to the School and the Regiment as we
bound towards 2020.
Duty First
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NATIONAL BENEFACTORS
The late Mrs Shirley East
Mr PJ Flower
Mr WJ Forrest

BENEFACTORS
Private TJ Adams
Warrant Officer Class
One DJ Allen
Sergeant IR Anderson
The late Colonel JD
Andrew
Brigadier C G Appleton
Private M Arathoon
Private BG Arnold
Colonel WJ Austin
Major D Baker
Private J V Baker
Private JC Baldwin
Lieutenant Colonel
A V Balmaks
Colonel P J Barta
Lieutenant Colonel
MB Bassingthwaighte
Warrant Officer Class
Two BA Bates
General Sir P Bennett
Lieutenant Colonel
A Birch
Lieutenant Colonel
MJ Birtles
Brigadier J P Blain
Major General M Blake
Mrs M Bolton
Brigadier MD Bornholt
The late Mr JR Brazell
Private ML Brock
Captain J Brook
The late Warrant Officer
Class One R Bucknell
Private DP Carrick
Mr WER Carter
Private ML Casey
Sergeant P Chang
Private
JR Charteris-Pierce
The late Colonel
JM Church
Captain J H Clark
Lieutenant Colonel
DS Clarke
Private SA Clarke
Commander DE Clinch
Major General A
Clunies-Ross

Warrant Officer Class
One SA Colman
Major GJ Colton
Sergeant RS Condon
Major T Conn
Corporal R Cooper
General Sir PJ Cosgrove
Major M.A. Coutts
Mr B Cranston
Major SN Croft
Major C Cromhout
Captain RT Crooks
Major GA Crosland
Major T Daniels
Warrant Officer Class
One IA D’Arcy
Major M Defina
Colonel JC Dittmar
Warrant Officer Class
Two S Doevendans
Private CC Donaghue
Captain JM Donohoe
Brigadier SJ Dunn
Dr C Ellery
Corporal K Fabreschi
Warrant Officer Class
One AJ Feige
Brigadier CA Field
Private SP Finnigan
Private BJ Forner
Major General JJ Frewen
Lieutenant T Friend
Private S Garritty
Private AG Gawne
Lieutenant Colonel
J George
Major RI George
Colonel MS Goodyer
Sergeant MJ Greenhatch
Lance Corporal SWG
Gregory
Major PG Greive
Lieutenant Colonel
IM Guild
Corporal J Harrison
Major L Helmrich
Private LJ Hill
Lieutenant Colonel
HP Hoebee
Major SW Holmes

The Late Major General
JC Hughes
General DJ Hurley
Brigadier AJ Hocking
Lieutenant Colonel TDR
James
Major General PM
Jeffery
Lieutenant Colonel
CA Johnston
Private D Johnston
Major General MJ
Keating
Major General MA Kelly
Major DT Kemp
Mr KM Kipping
Major GM Knowles
Private LM Krause
Lance Corporal GR Lang
Colonel E Lenaghan
Sergeant R Lewin
Warrant Officer Class
One BP Lynch
Private KM Lynch
Mr CJ Mayhew
Mr L McAulay
Leiutenant Colonel
D McCammon
Captain N McCarthy
Major MR McFarland
Private R McKenna
Private CD McKillop
Private J McNeilly
Major J R Mickle
Mr DG Mitchell
Major General AJ Molan
Lieutenant Colonel
S Moore-Wilton
Mr JD O’Shea
Corporal SP O’Shea
Major LT Partridge
Major SA Peachey
Lieutenant Colonel
MB Pears
Sergeant R Peck
Major General PR
Phillips
Private B Potter
Major ISA Power
Private S Preston

Lance Corporal
JL Prewett
Lieutenant Colonel T
Ramage
Private JA Reece
Sergeant BA Reid
Private MJ Robinson
Private MA Rogers
Lance Corporal S Rosie
Lieutenant Colonel
JB Rowland
Warrant Officer Class
One CW Russell
Mr J Sarks
Warrant Officer Class
Two RA Schrader
Sergeant A Scott
Brigadier BA Scott
Warrant Officer Class
one JR Sheahan
The late Brigadier
JJ Shelton
Corporal J Shirdon
The late Warrant Officer
Class Two AP Siggers
Major DA Siggers
Colonel TA Simkin
Mr M Skennar
Captain TS Slatter
Lieutenant Colonel
BA Smith
Lieutenant Colonel
CR Smith
Private JN Sorraghan
Captain GR Sowiak
Captain R Spackman
Captain AE Sparkes
Warrant Officer Class
Two SG St Clair
Major MW Stevens
Mr J Stringfellow
Private DB Sullivan
The late Colonel R Sutton
Lieutenant Colonel
IC Teague
Warrant Officer Class
One JC Thies
Lieutenant Colonel
AK Treble
Private DJ Underwood
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Captain AB Vanden
Hengel
Warrant Officer Class
Two RS Varcoe
Mr AR Vockler
Major JCM Walters

Major R W Weir
Mr L V Westende
Major General SVL
Willis
Sergeant MS Woodney
Australian Commando

Association Victoria
Branch
Larkforce 2/22nd Bn
PwC Australia
Women’s Auxillary
Wollongong RSL

LIFE GOVERNORS
3 RAR
MAJ GEN PJ Abigail
PTE TJ Adams
The late LT COL CJ
Adamson
WO1 DJ Allen
PTE MJ Allmark
The late MR RA
Anderson
CAPT WM Anderson
SGT IR Anderson
CPL ON Anderson
The late COL JD Andrew
MR A Ang
PTE NS Anthony
BRIG CG Appleton
LT CR Armitage
MAJ GEN PM Arnison
PTE BG Arnold
WO DM Ashley
COL WJ Austin
LT COL GM Bagot
PTE RA Bailey
MAJ D Baker
PTE JV Baker
PTE JC Baldwin
LT COL A V Balmaks
LCPL D Barnett
Colonel P J Barta
LT COL MB
Bassingthwaite
WO2 BA Bates
CAPT JD Bathgate
REV JS Belmonte
WO2 JM Bennett
CAPT CJ Bennett
GEN Sir PH Bennett
MAJ SN Bernardo
MAJ AR Birch
LT COL MJ Birtles
BRIG JP Blain
MAJ GEN M Blake
COL J Blaxland
MR DJ Blazely
MRS M Bolton
The late MR S Bombell
PTE GK Bootsma
BRIG MD Bornholt
MAJ S Boscato
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The late LT COL
H Bowman
LT COL SW Brain
PTE T Bray
The late MR JR Brazell
PTE M Brennan
COL R Brett
MR RJ Briggs
PTE ML Brock
CAPT J Brook
WO1 N Brown
MAJ R Brown
LT COL S Brumby
The late WO1 R Bucknell
CAPT MS Bunker
The late MR RA Bunting
CPL J P Burns
MAJ RN Bushby
CAPT T Butcher
MAJ J Bywater
MR IJ Cahill
MAJ GEN JG Caligari
LT COL MJ Callan
WO2 J Callcott
PTE MJ Cameron
LT COL IT Campbell
LT GEN AJ Campbell
PTE DP Carrick
LCPL CL Carrigan
COL MJ Carroll
MR WER Carter
CAPT PM Carter
The late MR RG Carter
PTE ML Casey
LCPL GT Castro
BRIG SF Caughey
PTE J Cavanagh
PTE LJ Challenger
SGT P Chang
PTE JR Charteris-Pierce
The late COL DA Chinn
LT COL EA Chitham
The late COL JM Church
The late COL LG Clark
Captain J H Clark
The late PTE JM Clark
LT COL DS Clarke
PTE SA Clarke
CMDR DE Clinch

MAJ GEN A CluniesRoss
WO1 GA Cochrane
BRIG FK Cole
WO1 SA Colman
MAJ GJ Colton
SGT RS Condon
MAJ T Conn
MAJ J Connolly
MAJ GEN JM Connolly
The late MR C Constable
LT COL MJ Constable
CAPT DA Cook
MAJ TJ Cook
CPL R Cooper
PTE ML Cope
The late HON
D Corcoran
LT COL GJS Cornelia
GEN Sir PJ Cosgrove
Major M.A. Coutts
MR B Cranston
LT COL S Crafter
PTE B Creek
MAJ SN Croft
MAJ C Cromhout
Captain RT Crooks
Major GA Crosland
SSGT R Cross
The late REV MONS
GA Cudmore
MAJ R Curtis
MR LA Cusack
PTE AR Cuthbert
The late LT GEN SIR
T Daly
MAJ T Daniels
WO1 JJ Daniels
The late COL PD D’Arcy
WO1 IA D’Arcy
LT COL JE Davidson
The late MR FW Dean
LCPL A Dean
MAJ MR Deer
MAJ MJ Defina
MR LA Deglmann
The late BRIG JPA
Deighton
COL P Desmond

MAJ SR Dickie
MAJ M Dirago
COL JC Dittmar
LT TI Dobbs
PTE RJ Dodd
WO2 S Doevendans
PTE OS Doig
PTE CC Donaghue
CAPT JM Donohoe
MR RJ Doolan
MR WF Douglass
WO1 B Doyle
WO2 GG Doyle
LT COL CH Ducker
WO2 S Duggan
The late MR H Dunkley
BRIG SJ Dunn
The late COL CHA East
The late MRS S East
LT COL AJ Egan
PTE DR Ejlak
DR C Ellery
COL M Elliott
LTCOL JM Elwin
BRIG J Essex-Clark
LT GEN M Evans
PTE K Fabreschi
COL Kahlil Fegan
WO1 AJ Feige
WO2 JG Ferguson
BRIG CA Field
BRIG A Findlay
CAPT JA Finger
PTE SP Finnigan
The Hon TA Fischer
MR CE Fitzgerald
MAJ MP Flanagan
SGT SD Flatman
BRIG RS Flint
COL QL Flowers
PTE A Ford
PTE BJ Forner
MR WJ Forrest
PTE NJ Forster
The late WO BW Foster
CAPT D Foster
CAPT JT Frankcombe
PTE JJ Franklin
COL DG Franklin
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MAJ KS Fraser
LT CN Fraser
PTE TJ Freitag
MAJ DM French
PTE A Frety
LT TD Friend
Major General JJ Frewen
SGT JR Fulford
COL SL Gabriel
WO1 WJ Gall
COL AD Gallaway
MAJ Z Gamble
MAJ TJ Gardiner
CPL AD Gardner
COL ME Garraway
PTE S Garritty
The late WO2 N
Gathercole
PTE AJ Gatt
PTE AG Gawne
Major RI George
The late MR E Giffin
PTE B Gillard
WO1 AB Gillman
LT TA Glover
LT COL SC Goddard
CAPT GL Godkin
The late LT COL
JB Godwin
MAJ G Goldsmith
COL DV Goldsmith
PTE MR Goodwin
LT AR Goodwin
COL MS Goodyer
MAJ TJ Gordon
MAJ DH Gosman
BRIG SC Gould
CAPT PW Graham
The late MR JW Grant
PTE KG Grealy
COL PN Greenhalgh
SGT MJ Greenhatch
CAPT KV Greenwood
LCPL SW Gregory
MAJ PG Greive
BRIG LR Greville
LTCOL JS Groat
LT COL IM Guild
MAJ PF Ham
MAJ GR Hansen
LT COL JC Harding
The late CPL R
Harper-Green
CPL J Harrison
WO1 LJ Hart
The late GEN SIR F
Hassett
MAJ DN Hasson
The late COL JB Healy

LT COL KD Heany
BRIG IJC Hearn
WO2 DM Heaslip
CAPT C Heath
MAJ EJ Hedges
MAJ L Helmrich
PTE DA Heyne
MR GJ Heywood
LCPL JA Hill
PTE LJ Hill
BRIG AJ Hocking
LT BE Hodge
LT COL HP Hoebee
CPL R Hogno
MAJ J Hohnen
BRIG TH Holland
PTE DG Holloway
CAPT LD Holloway
CAPT SW Holmes
PTE SE Hopkins
PROF DM Horner
SGT G Howard
MAJ GEN BW Howard
MAJ M Huggins
WO1 GL Hughes
MAJ GEN JC Hughes
The late MAJ GEN RL
Hughes
GEN DJ Hurley
COL JM Hutcheson
The late BRIG OD
Jackson
COL BN James
MR A James
LT COL TDR James
MAJ CS James
The late MAJ GEN
WB James
MAJ GEN PM Jeffery
WO2 MJ Jelinek
LT BP Johanson
CAPT CA Johnson
LTCOL CA Johnston
PTE D Johnston
CAPT CJ Johnston
WO2 AG Johnstone
PTE D Jones
MR J Joycey
PTE SL Kaylinger
MAJ GM Keating
LT COL M J Kearns
MAJ GEN MJ Keating
CPL D Keighran
MAJ GEN MA Kelly
MAJ DT Kemp
PTE S Kempe
LCPL S Kennealy
WO2 GJ Kermode
PTE WB Kidd

LT COL DJ Kilcullen
CAPT J Kleinman
MR KM Kipping
MAJ GM Knowles
PTE LM Krause
PTE CG Lacey
The late PTE M Lambert
SEN J Lambie
The late COL H M
Lander
PTE DL Landt-Isley
LCPL GR Lang
COL PJ Langford
COL JO Langtry
CAPT TM Larter
Mr M Laurie
CAPT DP Lea
LT GEN PF Leahy
LT COL MD Lean
CAPT CJ Leeds
COL P Leeson
COL EP Lenaghan
CAPT A Lenard
SGT RJ Lewin
CPL TJ Lewis
WO2 BJ Lipman
PTE SR Livori
LT COL AD Lowe
MAJ DD Lowson
PTE KM Lynch
WO1 BP Lynch
LT COL IB Mackay
BRIG M Mahy
The late COL
DJ Mannett
PTE AP Marks
PTE M Maroge
CAPT J Martin
MR CJ Mayhew
MR L McAulay
CAPT MK McBride
MAJ JF McCaffery
LT COL DW
McCammon
The late LT COL
A McCann
CAPT N McCarthy
MAJ DS McCarthy
The late LT COL E
M McCormick
MAJ D McDaniel
The late LT COL
KV McDermott
MAJ MR McFarland
The late LT PJ McKay
LT COL GJ McKay
PTE R McKenna
LT COL DK McKerral
PTE CD McKillop

PTE E McLachlan
LT COL B McLennan
CPL AJK McNeil
PTE J McNeilly
WO1 SB McPhee
PTE H McRobbie
COL DJ Mead
MR TJ Meissner
CAPT BA Mickelberg
MAJ J R Mickle
PTE AP Middleton
COL CG Miles
MR DG Mitchell
MAJ AC Mitchell-Taylor
MAJ GEN AJK Molan
The late MRS P
Montgomerie
WO2 CD Moore
LTCOL S Moore-Wilton
The late MAJ RJ Moran
CPL AR Moran
PTE M Morris
The late MAJ GEN
AL Morrison
LT COL MC Morrison
LT GEN DL Morrison
The late BRIG
WJ Morrow
CAPT C Moss
LT COL M Mumford
WO1 DJ Murch
FATHER GJ Murphy
WO2 M Murphy
LT COL MJ Musgrave
PTE MB Nelson
The late LTCOL the Hon
KE Newman
MAJ GEN M PJ O’Brien
The late LT COL
BS O’Dowd
MR P Oldham
CAPT RU Omagi
MAJ RJ O’Neill
WO2 JP Osborne
CPL SP O’Shea
MR J D O’Shea
LCPL AN Osis
The late LT COL
EJ O’Sullivan
LT COL M O’Sullivan
MAJ LT Partridge
PTE DL Pate
LT COL J Patten-Richens
AVM JA Paule
MAJ SA Peachey
MAJ KG Pearce
LT COL MB Pears
SGT R Peck
LT COL AT Pembroke
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CPL LIL Perkins
CPL AJ Peters
LCPL MC Pettett
The late BRIG
EF Pfitzner
CAPT MJ Phillips
MAJ GEN PR Phillips
WO1 SL Podobnik
The late LT COL
HW Pope
PTE B Potter
CPL D Powell
MAJ ISA Power
PTE B Pownall
PTE S Preston
LCPL JL Prewett
MAJ PF Prickett
CAPT BA Pronk
The late MR TE Prosser
The late FATHER
PJ Quilty
PTE J Quinn
LTCOL T Ramage
CAPT AJ Rankin
MAJ D Read
PTE JA Reece
WO2 RM Rees
SGT BA Reid
MR G Reidy
WO2 M Rice
BRIG JH Robbins
PTE SB Roberts
PTE MJ Robinson
LT COL IJ Robinson
MAJ AL Rock
WO2 AP Rogers
CPL MA Rogers
SGT CJ Rogers
CPL CE Rohse
LCPL SM Rosie
LT COL JB Rowland
LT COL MA Rozzoli
LT COL JC Rule
WO1 CW Russell
The late WO1 BM Ryan
WO1 KM Ryan
MR D Sabben
PTE B Salm
MR J Sarks
MAJ SB Sarlin
COL RA Sayce
MAJ PA Scanlan
PTE OJ Scanlon
LT COL AM Schaper
MAJ KW Scheuermann
WO2 RA Schrader
SGT A Scott
BRIG BA Scott
CPL WD Scott
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COL FP Scott
MAJ RA Scutchings
The late WO1 J Selmes
VERY REV A Sempell
MAJ GEN JJ Sengelman
BRIG DG Sharp
MAJ MF Shea
WO1 JR Sheahan
BRIG JA Sheldrick
The late BRIG JJ Shelton
CPL J Shirdon
WO1 AP Shore
The late WO2 AP Siggers
MAJ DA Siggers
COL JA Simeoni
The late BRIG
MB Simkin
COL TA Simkin
COL PK Singh
LCPL TM Singelton
MR M Skennar
MR R Slater
MAJ GEN MD Slater
CAPT TS Slatter
MR P Slattery
MRS M Smethurst
MAJ GEN NR Smethurst
The late MR KA Smith
MR DR Smith
BRIG SL Smith
MAJ JMB Smith
LT COL BA Smith
MAJ JDM Smith
MR IB Smith
LT COL DJ Smith
MAJ GEN MG Smith
LT COL CR Smith
WO1 RE Smith
MAJ AMF Somerville
MAJ DM Sommers
MAJ PG Stammers
SGT JN Sorraghan
CAPT GR Sowiak
CAPT R Spackman
CAPT AE Sparkes
WO2 SG St Clair
MAJ PG Stammers
PTE LM Stapely
PTE SP Starling
PTE S Steer
The late MR R Stein
MAJ MW Stevens
The late MAJ LA Stewart
LT COL JM Stewart
LT COL WB Stothart
The late MAJ GEN
AB Stretton
MR J Stringfellow
CAPT C Stuart

COL SA Stuart
LCPL C Sullivan
CAPT SG Sullivan
PTE DB Sullivan
The late COL R Sutton
MR J Swain
REV HM Swinbourn
MR CH Swinbourn
PTE AJ Taylor
LT COL IC Teague
The late MR H Tedaldi
WO1 JC Thies
PTE JC Thompson
LT SA Thompson
COL NL Thompson
The late WO1 WTC
Thompson
The late BRIG the Hon
D Thomson
COL RA Tiller
The late COL
CM Townsend
LT COL AK Treble
CAPT AD Trembath
WO1 D Trill
CAPT M Tull
CPL WG Tutt
The late MR
KG Turbayne
MAJ KPJ Tyrrell
COL NJ Underwood
PTE DJ Underwood
CAPT AB Vanden
Hengel
WO2 RS Varcoe
MR AR Vockler
MR MB Von Berg
COL GR Wainwright
PTE AJ Wallis
MAJ JCM Walters
MAJ SC Ward
CAPT RJ Watchorn
WO2 D Waterston
MR J Watt
MAJ J A Weaver
MAJ A Weaver
The lateBRIG
NH Weekes
The late BRIG SP Weir
MAJ RW Weir
LT COL NW Welch
COL M Wells
WO1 DJ Welsh
WO2 A West
MR LV Westende
SGT DL Wilkins
CAPT MJ Williams
CPL SM Williams
MAJ GEN SVL Willis

MAJ GEN RG Wilson
CPL MD Wood
WO1 SE Wood
PTE KJ Woodley
SGT MS Woodney
WO KJ Woods
MR E Woodward
CAPT BL Woolmer
SGT JJ Wootton
CAPT J Worthington
CAPT AC Zimmerle
2 RAR Assoc Inc
2/32nd Bn AIF Assn
5 RAR Assoc Inc
7 RAR Assoc Inc
8 RAR Assoc Inc
9 RAR Assoc Inc
Australian Commando
Association Victoria
Branch
Central Southern
District Council of the
RSL
Larkforce 2/22nd Bn
PTE J MacArthur
VI – mascot
PwC Australia
RAR Assoc NT
RAR Assoc QLD
Western Metro. District
Council of the RSL
Women’s Auxillary Port
Kembla RSL
Women’s Auxillary
Wollongong RSL
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